ESANET - MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE TO PC

- Up to 30 devices connectable
- Data transmission in RS485
- Screen display in real time of each device
- Setting setup parameters of each device directly from PC
- Data storage directly on the hard disk of the PC
- Analysis and visualization of data stored with the graph of the variation of dP and TC probe
- Real time analysis of the quantity of dust detected by the TC probe for each solenoid valve to determine the status of the sleeve

Software in 5 languages
- Italian
- English
- French
- German
- Spanish

TC Probe is option on request
TC Probe can be linked to the models S and D

Master unit with $\Delta$P control
Master unit without $\Delta$P control

SEQUENCER TO CONTROL ELECTROVALVES WITH 3 WIRES BUS LINE

- DSA, LE, BE, LM
- DSR, GE, PE, GM
- RUBA, RU-CA

Pipe Rilsan 6x4

REMOTE UNITS
- RU-BB: Control valve
- RU-CB: Control pilots

CONNECTION IN CASCADE

Up to 12 remote units connectable in cascade

Mesero (MI) Italy

Also ATEX

Zone 22